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PREFACE
Because of the rather independent features of the contents in
this dissertation, it is divided into three separate parts.

The first

part, discussing the electron impact excitation of autoionizing levels
in cesium, has been published in the Physical Revie\·J A i, 125 (1971).
The second part discusses the excitation of 5p-electrons in cesium by
electron impact, including direct excitation-ionization mechanism by
energetic electrons on neutral cesium resulting in a vuv photon
emission or a metastable ion.

Parts of the material in this section

have been presented at the VII International Conference of Physics of
Electronic and Atomic Collisions, Amsterdam, 1971, tile 24th Annual
Gaseous Electronics Conference, Gainsville, Florida, 1971, and the
DEAP Meeting, Atlanta, Georgia, 1971.
cation in the Physical Review.

It will be submitted for publi-

The last section of the dissertation,

the appendix, contains a study of the Channeltron gain in magnetic
fields, \4hich Has rather critical in the investigations in the section
two.

This study v1as carried out independently, and part of the Date-

rial has been accepted for publication in the Review of Scientific
Instruments and is presently in press.
I would like to acknowledge indebtedness to thesis advisor, Ur.
Kaare J. Nygaard, for his suggestions and continuing guidance, \Jitllout
\vhich the completion of this v10rk would not have been possible.
Special thanks are due to Daniel Kastelein for his technical
assistance, and to my colleagues Beaufort Lancaster and Robert E.
Hebner, Jr. for their day to day assistance.

I also would like to

thank the Faculty of the physics department for many valuable
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contributions which enabled me to complete my course of study in Rolla.
I appreciate the financial support received through the department of
physics, University of Missouri-Rolla, which made possible the completion of this project.
Lastly, I would like to thank my wife,

t~yung-Ok,

and encouragement during the many difficult times.

for her patience
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PART A
ELECTRON IMPACT EXCITATION OF AUTOIONIZING LEVELS
IN CESIUM

(Published in the Physical Review A i' 125, 1971)

2

ABSTRACT
Electron Impact Excitation of Autoionizing Levels in Cesium
Autoionizing states in Cs between 12 and 20 eV have been studied
by electron impact.

The retarding-potential-difference(RPD) method

was used to obtain an electron beam with energy spread of about 0.1
eV.

To determine the threshold energies, inelastically scattered

electrons were analyzed by the trapped-electron method.

We have been

able to identify about 20 levels, and the agreement with spectroscopic
data is excellent.

A peak appearing at 12.80 eV is probably due to

the quartet states observed by Feldman and Novick.
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I.

Ii.JTROiJUCTI Oil

The structure that is sometimes seen in electron-impac t ionization curves, as well as certain anomalies in vacuum ultraviolet absorption experiments, can in many cases be attributed to the process of
auto-ionizatio n.

Series of auto-ionizing levels in atoms and mole-

cules result ft·orn the excitation of an inner-core electron or from the
simultaneous excitation of t\vo electrons.

Tile levels are located above

the first ionization potential and can, in principle, decay via one of
tile follovving tvJo channels:

(i) uy a radiative transition to a bound

state of the atom belm; the ionization potential, or (ii) uy a nonradiative transition to the ground state or to one of the excited
states of the ion.

In the nonradiative channel the process 1eads to

tile emission of a fast electron Hhose kinetic energy equals the difference betlJeen the energies of the initial and final states.

T:1is pt·o-

cess is called auto-ionizatio n, and it is the objective of this paper
to report on electron-induc ed auto-ionizatio n in cesium vapor.
l l can be exc1. t ed by pI10 t ons, 2- 4
1 eves
. . .
In genera 1 , au t o-1on1Z1ng
electrons,

11
and can also be generated ir
1ons, 9-1 0 and fast atoms,

5-8 .

. recom b"1na t•1cn. 12
. 1ec t ron1c
a I1ot p1asma b-y d1e

For these reasons,

auto-ionizatio n plays an important role in the interpretation of farultraviolet solar and stellar spectra.

One interesting astrophysical

aspect of auto-ionizatio n is the extremely short lifetime of some of
-14
sec.
the levels involved, of the order 10

This corresponds to a

0

linewidth of about 100 A, thus making the lines
absorbers.

ver~'

efficient

Further details on tile astrophysical significance are

discussed by Goldberg. 13

The presence of auto-ionizing levels close

4

FIG. 1.

Campi 1ati on of cross-section data for production

of Cs+ ions from cesium by electron impact:

H + S, Heil and

Scott (Ref. 17); K + P, Korchevoi and Przonski (Ref. 18); T + S,
relative measurements of Tate and Smith (Ref. 21) normalized to
the absolute measurements of Nygaard (Ref. 19); H,

r~ygaard

(Ref. 19); Z + S, Zapesochnyi and Aleksakhin (Ref. 20); • , Brink
(Ref. 16};
(Ref. 23}.

e,

NcFarland and Kinney (Ref. 22); 0' ~1cFarland
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to the ionization threshold in a number of metal vapors and gases
contributes strongly to the total ionization cross sections both Gy
electron impact 14 and by photoabsorptien. 15
In cesium, the lowest auto-ionizi ng level is located approximately
8 eV above the first ionization potential at 3.89 eV, and this rather

isolated level, plus some others, can therefore be studied by electronenergy-loss techniques Hithout too mucll interferenc e from the ionization of the valence electron. In the literature, 16 - 23 there are indications that excitation of auto-ionizi ng levels may partly account for
the structure in the cesium ionization cross section, whicl1 is shovm
in Fig. 1.

Typical of all results is the pronounced peak around 15 eV.

This feature coincides vdth the existence of a high number of 1°
levels 24 in the energy region bet\Jeen 12 and 19 ev. 2- 4 For completeness, we should add that the broad maximum around 28 eV in Fig. 1 is
due to the production of excited ions, whereas the lov~er maximum
observed by Zapesochnyi and J\leksakhin 20 at 9 eV coincides with the
maximum cross section for removal of 6s electrons.
Gy using the retarding-p otential-di fference (RPD) gun invented oy
Fox et ~. 25 , 26 and the trapped-ele ctron method developed t;y Schulz, 27
vJe have been able to excite and resolve about 20 of the Ib levels,

thereby gaining more knovJledge on the ionization mechanisms in cesium.
In Sec. II are described general characteri stics of auto-ioniza tion, as VJell as specific auto-ionizi ng leve1s in cesium, the levels
being those reported in the pioneering works of Beutler and Guggenheimer2 and of Moore. 28 The apparatus and experimental procedure,
the results, data analysis, and discussion are contained in Sees. III
and IV.

7

II.

CHARACTERISTICS OF AUTO-IONIZATION

Auto-ion ization processes have been observed in simple atomic as
well as in complicated molecular systems.

When bound electrons gain

sufficien t energy by some collision al mechanism, the atom may be
excited to one of its 11 discrete 11 states embedded in the continuum.
The decay of these states can be either radiative or nonradia tive, the
latter process being known as auto-ion ization.

If the probabil ity of

auto-ion ization is close to unity, the excited state can no longer be
considered discrete because of the strong mixing with the continuum.
The line then becomes broadened and the energy indistinc t, with
-15
. -13
d
.
.
sec.
- 10
correspon d ing 1 1fet1mes of the or er of 10

On the

other hand, long-live d metastable quartet states may exhibit lifetimes
of about 10- 5 - 10- 6 sec, as reported by Feldman and Novick. 5
In the alkali elements, due to the high binding energy of the
inner-cor e electron s, excitatio n of any of these may lead to a series
of discrete states well beyond the first ionizatio n limit. In cesium,
for instance, one of the inner electrons (5p} ir1 the 5p 66s groundstate configur ation becomes excited and results in a bound state with
electron configur ation 5p 56s6s. This state ( 2P312 ) is located 12.3 eV
above the ground state of the atom, as illustrat ed in the simplifie d1
term diagram in Fig. 2, and may decay to the ground state of Cs+( s0 )

Auto-

by ejecting a fast electron \Jith a kinetic enet·gy of 8.41 eV.
ionizatio n levels may form Rydberg series, and as an example
5
some of the levels with 5p 6sns configura tion in Fig. 2.

~·te

show

In addition

to the 5p6sns sequence given as an example here, we have been able to
excite and identify several states of other series and discuss these

8

FIG. 2.

Simplified cesium term diagram.

Bound states below

the first ionization potential fall within the Ia category and
are not included.

As an example of autoionizing levels (lb) we

give the series with 5p 56sns electron cinfiguration.

Energies

and state designations are from Moore's tables (Ref. 28).

9
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2 2

-·-
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>
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2 ""2
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<..!)
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w
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+
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0

1

Ia

1

0 '--....:.,_ _.___________ Cs !5 s2
FIG. 2

5p6 6 s
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results in a subsequent section.

notice in Fig. 2 that ti1e energy

\Je

b
range of the I states has no upper bound.

HovJever, the pr0babil ity

of exciting very high-energy levels decreases rapidly v-1ith increasing
binding energy.
Most of the present knowledge on auto-ionization levels and
mechanisms arises from analysis of spectroscopic data, in particular
the absorption measurements of Beutler and Guggenheimer in 1934, 2 tile
spark er.1i ss ion measurements of Boyd in SavJyer in 1942, 29 and the very
recent absorption experiment of Connerade. 4 In comparing the previous
investigations as summarized in Moore 1 s tables 28 and Connerade 1 S discussion,4 we have noticed several discrepancies in the assignments of
J, L, and S values and in level designations.

There has been a change

in emphasis of notation, since the early Harks by Heutler and Guggenheimer used L-S coupling, vJhereas Connerade used the J c -K coupling
scheme proposed by Racah. 30 In the L-S coupling scher.1e, ti1e spinorbit interaction is often assur;,ed to be small compared to tile Coulomb
interaction, so that the orbital mor11entum

9.,.
1

of each electron couples

strongly to each other to give L, and the spin si of each electron
couples to give S.
In Racal1 s method, on the other hand, an atomic system is treated
1

as a sum of a parent ion and an external electron.

Tile possible terr:l

-+

-+

values are obtained from L and S, constructed by the expressions
-+

-+

-+

L= L + £

(l)

-+

(2)

e

P

-+

s

=

-+

sp

+ s

e

where subscripts p and e stand for parent ion and external electron.
Since the excited electron is in an outer shell, its electrostatic

11

intera ction with the parent ion is weaker than the spin-o rbit interaction of the parent ion. Furthermore, the electr ostatic interac tion
of the excited electro n is strong er than the spin-o rbit interac tion
between the excited electro n and the parent ion. The quantum number
-+

J, as defined by Racah, is
( 3)

where
( 4)
-+

and JP is the angular momentum of the parent ion.
One of the most successful methods in calcul ating energi es and
31
transi tion rates is the close-c ouplin g approximation which utilize s
the eigenvalue expansion of the total v:ave function for tile system,
thereby genera ting second-order differe ntial equations describ ing the
auto-io nizing electro ns. Auto-i onizati on has also been treated as a
.
scat ten ng problem

32

.

or as a resonance effect .

33

These approaches

have been successful in dealing v:ith simpler atomic or molecular
systems, and expansion to more complex systems is presen tly being
attempted by severa l \vorkers. 34

In vievJ of the relevance of auto-

ioniza tion in astrop hysics and atomic structu re, both theore tical and
experimental advancements seem to be tentati ve and incomplete. The
result s obtained during this invest igation consti tute a first attempt
to excite the previo usly knmvn doublet states by electro n impact and
to supplement information on the quarte t states studied by Feldman
and Novick. 5

12

FIG. 3.

Apparatus.

The principle of the RPO electron gun

and trapped-electron calli sian chamber is illustrated by the
schematic potential diagram.
electrode was 0.5 nm1 diam.

The aperture in the retarding
Characteristic dimensions for the

collision chamber are total length of 30 mm and radii of 8 and
6 mm for the cylindrical collector and grid generating surface,
respectively.

Both the electron-beam current 113 and the trapped-

electron current Is v1ere measured with Keithley 610B electrometers.

The total energy of the beam electrons in the col1ision

region is determined by the sum of the accelerating voltage Va
and the well depth W.
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I I I.

EXPERH1ENTAL ARRANGEr·1ENT

The well-known techniques of the RPD electron gun 25 and trappedelectron27 cylindrical collision chamber were used in this investigaThe major features are as follows:

tion.

The low-energy portion of

the electrons pulled out from the indirectly heated cathode in Fig. 3
was retarded and cut off by the slightly negative potential at the
small-aperture electrode marked R.

The de potential at this electrode

was superimposed by a small ac signal with amplitude 0.12 V peak to
peak and frequency (f) 29 Hz. By using phase-sensitiv e detection 35
one can measure a transmitted or scattered electron current \'Ji thin a
narrow energy interval determined by the peak-to-peak sinusoidal
voltage applied to the retarding electrode.
were of the order of 10-B A.

Typical beam currents

An axial magnetic field was used to

guide the electron beam; the magnitude of this field will be discussed
later.
The principle of Schulz's trapped-electron method 27 is to perturb
the potential along the axis of the cylindrical collision region by
applying a potential difference
cylindrical collector.

bet~veen

the grid and the surrounding

This leads to the follovdng two effects:

(i) The energy of the beam electrons in the collision region is determined by the sum of the accelerating voltage Va and the vJell depth IL
(ii) Inelastically scattered electrons will be trapped in the well if
their energy after collision is less than W.

They arrive at the

collector by diffusing against the radial electric field.

As a

result. the trapped-electr on current will increase and exhibit sharp
maxima when the incident electron energy approaches the energy of

15

bound atomic states.

(Notice that the electrons that did not suffer

collisions are transmitted to and collected at the beam collector to
the right in Fig. 3.)

The width of the trapped-electron current

peaks is approximately equal to [w 2 + (~E) 2 ] 1 1 2 , where Wis the well
depth and llE is the energy spread in the electron beam.

The \Jidth

given by the above expression is entirely due to the experimental
method used.
is very short.

A wide peak vmuld also appear if the lifetime of a state
In practice, the 1t1ell depth was determined by applying

a negative voltage to the cylindrical detector and observing the subsequent shift in the electron-beam retarding curve, as discussed by
Burrow and Schulz. 36
The average time Td it takes for the scattered electrons to
. 27
by th e express1on
.
. g1ven
.
d1. ff use ou t pas t th e gr1. d w1res
1s
(5)

where e and m are the electronic charge and mass, respectively, B is
the axial magnetic field in tJb/m 2 , R is the distance from the tube
axis to the grid vdres, and v c is the collision frequency for the
slow electrons of energy V(volts). In order not to lose phase information, we require that the diffusion time be less than the inverse
of the modulation frequency (Td < 1/f).

A too long diffusion time

leads to an increase in space charge, which subsequently tends to
broaden the energy resolution of the apparatus.

Hov.Jever, this effect

was not observed with total beam currents of about 10- 8 A and magnetic
fields of about 100 G.

The magnetic field must be sufficiently large

to prevent elastically scattered electrons and fast electrons
generated in the auto-ionization process from reaching the cylindrical

16

collect or.

The radius of gyration for a 10 eV transve rse electron

electro n is 0.8 mm at 130 G.

The major portion of the fast electro ns

will, therefo re, by collecte d at, or go through, the large-a perture
holes in the end plates of the collisio n chamber.

For the reasons

discuss ed here the apparatus was operated with magnetic fields
between 100 and 130 G.
The energy scale was calibra ted by comparison \'lith knovm atomic
2
structu res, notably the excitati on of the 6 P312 state at 1.41 eV, the
first ionizati on potenti al at 3.89 eV, and the auto-io nizing
states at 12.3 and 13.5 eV, all in cesium.

')

~r 312 , 112

Additional information was

obtaine d by admitting helium to the cesium -filled apparatus and
measuring the He resonance 37 at 19.3 eV. The consistency of the
energy scale thus obtained is within ±0.03 eV.
A spread in electron-beam energy arises from thermal spread of

electro ns 1eavi ng the cathode surface and from pass i b1e nonuniforr11
distribu tion of contact potenti als on electrod e surface s.

Part of the

thermal spread is discrim inated against by the retardin g potentia l at
the small-a perture electrod e in the electron gun.

Since a metal

surface in thermal equilibr ium with cesium vapor is constan tly replenished with cesium atoms, we have reasons to believe that differen ces
in contact potenti al are essenti ally elimina ted. The same observation
has been made by Bu11is. 38 Disadvantages from the cesium coating shov1
up as leakage resistan ces on all ceramic insulato rs in the apparat us.
This effect was minimized by operatin g the apparat us, except for the
cesium reservo ir, at an elevate d temperature of 100°C.

The back-

ground pressur e at that temperature was maintained by an ion pump to
39
-8
better than 10 Torr.
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FIG. 4.

Trapped-electron current (in arbitrary units} as a

function of electron energy.

The vertical arrows on the energy

scale define levels compiled in Table I.
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The objective of this Hark has been to study auto-ioniza tion
levels by electron impact, and not necessarily to determine absolute
For this reason

excitation cross sections.

v<~e

did not observe the

complete set of consistency checks suggested by Kieffer and Uunn, 40
but restricted ourselves to tests on the proportion ality bebJeen the
trapped-ele ctron current and the product of beam current and cesium
density.

These tests

satisfied to within ±10%.

~~ere

IV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

It is important to realize that the trapped-ele ctron method is
capable of exciting and detecting both doublet and quartet states of
an atomic system.

This is an advantage over spectroscop ic absorption

measurements which are more or less confined to doublet states.
The contributio n of the faster electrons in the electron beam
tends to shift the 0nsets
11

11

tovJard a slightly lov.;er value by an

amount equal to the spread in energy.

Since the energy spread was

shown to be constant over the operating energy
each onset should be the same.
the onsets,
11

11

range~

its effect to

On this background, lt.Je have chosen

or characteri stic breaks in curvature, as a measure of

the threshold energy of the Ib levels.
mean the onset of a new channel.

lJith threshold energy here we

With this procedure we were able to

distinguish adjacent levels separated by about one-half the estimated
experimental resolution.
Figure 4 shovJs the trapped-ele ctron current as a function of
energy in cesium vapor at 10- 6 Torr. 39 Most of the structure is due
to auto-ioniza tion states in Cs I in the energy range between 12 and
20 eV.

The data analysis is reviewed in Table I, which contains

TABLE I.
1

Electron
impact
E(eV)

2

E(eV)c

Auto-ionizing levels in cesium.
4

3

Conneradea
Assignment
Limit

6

5

~,1ooreb

E(eV)

Assignment

12.30

12.30

-5ps6~ 2 ( 2 P3 12 )

12.80

12.60 ±0.3d

5p 56s7s( 4P)
5p 56s5d( 4P)

13.52

13.50

5p 56s4f( 4G)
5p 56s 2( 2r112 )
0

?

13.60

?

14.15

14.200

62

5p 56s7s[2J 31 2

14.20

5p 56s5d, 2°(1/2)

14.70

14.697

92

5p 56s7s[2J 31 z

14.697

5p 56s5d, 5°(3/2)

14.90

14.924

121

15.310

)
2 0
5
Sp 6s7s( P3/2

Cs II 5p 5 5d
5p 56s

15.35

15.320

152

Cs II 5p 55d
5p 56s

15 310
0

32

5
Sp 6s5d

N
0

TABLE I.

1

2

3

(continued)

4

a
Connerade
Assignment
Limit

Electron
impact
E(eV)

E(eV)c

15.70

15.680

122

15.670

71

16.390

5

6
t1oore b

E(eV)

Assignment

5p 56s7s[2] 312

15.680

5p 56s6d, 9°(1/2,3/2)

62

5p 56s5d
5
5p 6s6d

16.43

5p 56s7d, 15°(1/2,3/2)

16.420

32

5p 56s9s

16.45

5p 56s7d, 16°(1/2,3/2)

16.500

?

?

16.45

5p 56s7d, 16°(1/2,3/2)

16. 51 0

62

5p 56s9s

16.56

5p 56s9s ( 2P312

16.95

16.952

71

5p 56s7d

16.96

5p 56sl2s (2 P312

17.53

--- e

17.63

17.626

112

5p 56s6d

17. 650

112

5p 56s6d

17.669

112

5p 56s6d

16.40

16.50

0

0

)

)

5p 56sl1s, 22°(1/2,3/2)
17.67

5p 5 6s6d( 4 P~ 12 ), 24°(1/2,3/2)

N

TABLE I.
1
Electron
impact
E(eV)

3

E(eV)c

Conneradea
Limit

Assignment

141

5
5p 6s8s[1] 112 , 312

17.824

17.95

?

18.45

18.70

18.95

4

2

17.85

18.15

(continued)
6

5
l·1ooreb
E(eV)

Assignment

17.91

5p 56s6d 3,26°(1/2,3/ 2)
4 0
5
5p 6s8s( P112 )

17.83

5p 56s6d

18.136

141

18.200

151

18.13

0
5
5p 6s9s(2P 112 )

18.456

151

18.38

5p 56s6d 3,26°(1/2,3/ 2)

18.52
18.64

5p 56s9s 2Po 112
5p 56s8d 3,30°(l/2,3/ 2)

18.78

5p 56s9d 3,3l 0 (l/2,3/2)

18.93

5p 56slld 3,34°(l/2,3/ 2)

18.96

5p 56sl2d 3,35°(l/2,3/ 2)

18.717

18.923

141

141

5p 56s8d

5p 56s13s

N
N

(continued)

TABLE I.
2

1

Electron
impact
E(eV)

E(eV)c

3

Conneradea
Assignment
Limit

19.317

,,

19.376

ll

19.90

19.900

41

20.30

20.275

71

20.395

81

20.344

81

19.35

20.55

4

6

5

r~ooreb
E(eV)

Assignment

?

~Reference 4.

Reference 28. _1
original em unit has been converted to eV for easier comparison.
Reference 5.
eConnerade has observed about 13 levels between 17.5 and 17.55 eV.
~The

N

w
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information pertainin g to threshold energies and assignments according
to Beutler and Guggenheimer, 2 Moore, 28 and Connerade. 4
In the first column in Table I are shown the energy values in eV
as observed with our trapped-electron apparatus.

Our values agree

with spectroscopic data (columns 2 and 5) to within the resolving
power of our apparatus.

The spectroscopic resolution is, of course,

superior to that attainabl e with electron monochromators.

In columns

3 and 4 are depicted the series limits to which a particula r line
converges, as well as the electron configuration and K, J values
suggested by Connerade.
in Cs II.)

(The series limits in column 3 are the levels

Finally, in column 5 and 6 are shown the energy values,

electron configur ations, and level assignments of Moore.
A critical evaluation of Table I reveals a significa nt discrepancy with respect to configurations and level assignments.

The dis-

crepancy is due to difficult ies in assigning the observed lines to
any particula r series because of the complexity of the spectrum.

In

the energy range between 15 and 18 eV, there are many possible configurations for each observed value in column l.
In addition to the identifie d doublet levels included in Table I,
we have consiste ntly observed an onset at 12.8 eV, which coincides
with the quartet states reported by Feldman and rJovick 5 at 12.6 ± 0.3
eV.

Our results offer a more accurate value for the onset of the

quartet structure to within ±0.05 eV of 12.8 eV.

We have not been

able to identify the level or group of levels that appears at 20.55 eV.
To demonstrate the complexity of the auto-ionizing spectrum, v1e
have displayed the levels of Table I in Fig. 5.

Since the number of

25

FIG. 5. Organization of levels within known spectroscopic
series. The series limits on top of the illustration are from
Wheat1 ey and

Savo~yer

(Ref. 41).

Four of the 1evel s have been

listed in two different series; they are connected with broken
lines if not immediately adjacent.
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of states observed by means of electron impact is much less than that
observed by spectroscopic techniques, we do not have sufficient information to construct sets of Rydberg-type series, but only to invoke
certain trends.

Described in Fig. 5 are the observed levels arranged

in terms of their energies and limits to which they may belong.

The

limits and the assignments are proposed by Connerade, except the
6s6s( 2P312 , 112 ) and 6s7s( 4F) states which can only be referenced to
Moore's table 28 and Feldman and Novick's work, 5 respectively.

Due to

the uncertainties in assignments, four levels at 15.70, 16.40, 18.15,
and 20.30 eV have been listed under different limits according to
their possible assignment, and are connected with broken lines.

In

the last column are three unidentified levels 11 ? 11 at 13.60, 17.95, and

P;

20.55 eV; the middle one may possibly coincide with the 5p 56s8s( 4 12 )
state reported by Moore.
14ot included in this report is a large number of very sharp
structures appearing between 20 and 30 eV, most likely due to the
excitation of Cs II levels.

We should also mention that we have

observed bound levels around 50 eV, which might be caused by excitation of inner-core (5s) electrons.
One of the most pronounced difficulties in the analysis of
spectroscopic absorption measurements is to assign the lines to
particular series and from this to deduct the corresponding effective
quantum numbers.

The appearance of sharp and diffuse lines, for

instance, presents itself as a valuable guide.

By studying the

scattering of electrons in the forward direction in an electron monochrometer-analyzer system we hope to develop quantitative procedures
that will supplement the spectroscopic technqiues, thereby obtaining

28

more information on the high-energy structure of atomic and molecular
systems.

In particular, the oscillator strength for the

dou~let

states can be determined by this method.
V.
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ABSTRACT
Excitation of 5p-Electrons in Cesium by Electron Impact
The structure in the electron impact ionization cross section in
cesium can be partially accounted for by the mechanisms of autoionization and excitatio n-ionizat ion of 5p-electrons.

For electron energies

above 17 eV a large fraction of the ions are metastable and can be
detected by Auger emission from a metal surface. The experiment vsas
performed in a crossed cesium atom-electron beam apparatus, and the
metastable ions were counted with a channel electron multiplie r. The
metastable ion count rate was a factor of 100 higher than that due to
photons from atomic and ionic transitio ns. We have measured the
overall excitatio n function for a number of Cs+ metastable levels, the
lowest being 5d{[3 l/2], 3} at 17.02 eV and 5d{[l/2], 1} at 17.06 eV.

In addition, by retarding the ions before they reach the Channeltron, the apparatus was made selective ly sensitive to vuv photons.
The lowest ionic level excited was 5p 56s{[l l/2], 1}, resulting in
0

photon emission at 926.75 A.
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I NTROOUCT I ON

In recent years technological developments in the fields of
plasma physics, 1 astrophysics, 2 laser physics, 3 and energy conversion
devices 4 have resulted in a number of investigations of the ionization
.
f or ces1um.
.
5-1 0 F1gure
.
1 1s
. a summary of reported Cs
cross sec t.1on
ionization cross sections by electron impact.

In all of the curves,

we notice a sharp onset at 3.9 eV followed by two maxima around 15
and 28 eV.

The initial onset is due to the removal of 6s-valence

electrons in a direct impact, i.e.,
(1)

The structure peaked around 15 eV is a result of autoionization
in Cs.

We have previously reported on the significance of autoioniza-

tion in the total ionization cross section of cesium, 11 which results
from excitation of a 5p-electrons followed by electron emission in a
nonradiative transition.

A typical example discussed in our earlier

paper is
Cs(5p 66s) + e

+

cs*(5p 56s 2) + e

+

Cs+(5p 6) + e + e(Auger)

(2)

In reaction (2) the ejected Auger electron carries off the excess
energy from the doubly excited state. The life time of the intermediate excited state Cs * may be as short as 10 -14 sec or as long as
1o- 4 sec. 12

The broad maximum around 28 eV has been attributed to removal of
inner-shell electrons by mechanisms different from autoionization.5·8-11

The objective of the present paper has been to study the
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FIG. 1.

Compilation of cross-section data for production

of Cs+ ions from cesium by electron impact.
Scott (Ref. 7); K + P:

H + S:

Heil and

Korchevoi and Przonski (Ref. 8); T + S:
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additi onal ioniza tion mechanisms which include direc t excita tion-i onization of inner- shell electr ons leading to production of metas table or
short -lived excite d cesium ions.

The generation of metastable ions by

electr on impact of ground state atoms is exemplified in
( 3)

where m symbolizes a metastable specie s.
excita tion of a short- lived excite d ion,
Cs(5p 66s) + e

~

Another possi bility is the
l-~.,

(Cs +)* + 2e,

( 4)

where the reacti on product will decay by photon emission to lower
state s, which may include the metastable states discussed above.
The apparatus used in this inves tigati on consi sts of a Cs atomic
beam inters ected at 90 degrees by an electr on beam and a channel
electr on multi plier (Channe1tron) 13 for detec ting ions and e~itted
With a retard ing elect ric field in front of the Channeltron
only photons would be detec ted. Since the Channeltron counting
effici ency was found to be much higher for the metastable ions than
photons.

for ground state ions or photons, the lovJest metastable level could be
easily ident ified. The higher detect ion effici ency for the metastable
ions is mainly due to the higher secondary electr on emission effici ency
for the metas tables . The electr on energy range studied was from 3-45
eV, and the energy resolu tion of the electr on beam v1as about 0.2 eV.
In the follm·Jing sectio ns of this paper v1e discuss the energy
levels of Cs II and descri be the apparatus used to excite and detec t
the ionic levels . The result s in the form of ion and photon count
rates are discus sed separ ately.

The lowest metastable states observed

were 5d{[3 1/2], 3} at 17.02 eV and 5d{[l /2],1} at 17.06 eV, and the
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lowest photon-emitting state (926.75 A) was 6s{[l l/2], l} at 17.27

eV.
I I.

Cs

I I Ef'JERGY LEVELS

Energy levels of Cs II vJere first studied by I·Jfleatley and
.
Sawyer 14 us1ng
a spar k spectrograph and many of the lines \·Jere classi-

fied.

The results of this and some of the later studies have been

summarized by Moore. 15 To our knov.Jledge, the life times of the
resonance lines in Cs II have not been reported in the literature.
However, the corresponding lines in Xe I are known to be of the order
of 10- 8 sec. 16 Another method yielding information on the resonance
lines of Cs II has been to slow down fast cesium ions in targets of
He, Ne, and Ar. l 7-19 The present paper represents a first attempt
to study excited cesium ions produced by electron ir11pact of ground
state cesium atoms.
In Fig. 2 are shovm some of the lower excited states of the Cs+
ion. 20

The numbers following the electron configuration of each

1evel are [K]- and J-values of the respective state.
Racah scheme

21

According to the

for electron coupling,
-+
-+
K = J p + 5(, e

-+

(5)

and
-+

-+

-+

J = K+ s

-+

(6)

e
-+

-+

where Jp is the total angular momentum of the core~ and £e and se are
the orbital and spin angular momentum of the external electron,
respectively.

Because of the complexity of the Cs II structure, the

simplified (L,S) and(j ,j) coupling schemes are inaccurate.

38

FIG. 2.

Simplified Cs II term diagram.

All of the lower-

lying levels between 3.89 and 21 eV are included.

Tl1e arrows

indicate resonance transitions with respective wave lengths.
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Consequently, the Racah notation has been exclusively used in this
work and the J-value for each state has been given instead of the
common L- and S-values.

In general, the highest and the lo\·Jest values

of the total angular momentum, J, are identical for all electron
coupling schemes.

This implies that the energy levels of a complex

atomic system with the highest or the lowest J-values will generally
follow the same transition rules as in a simpler

In the case

syste~.

of Cs+ ionic levels, it has been reported 14 that there are no
exceptions to the transition rule for J-value, namely 6J= 0 or •1,
except that J = 0 to J = 0 is forbidden.
For some of the lowest s- and d-electron configurations of the
Cs+ ion we have assigned level designations according to L•S coupling,
as shown in Fig. 2.

Also included in Fig. 2 are

stron~

radiative

transitions and the wavelengths of the resulting photons.

It should

be noted that the multiplicity of a given electron configuration does
not have the same meaning in a complex system as in a simpler one.
For example, in the downward transitions of 3P1 to the ground statP of
Cs+ ion, 1s0 , the J selection rule is obeyed but not the multiplicity
rule.
I I I.

EXPERH~ENTAL

ARRANGEHErH

Excited ionic states of cesium have been studied in a Tate and
22
an
Smith- type tota 1 ionization apparatus modified to incorporate
atomic beam and a Channeltron (Fig. 3). The ions produced are expelled
from the interaction region by a transverse electric field and counted
by a Cllanneltron.

In another mode of operation the ions are retarded,

41

FIG. 3. Total ionization apparatus with channel electron
multiplier for detection of vuv photons and Cs+ ions.

The

direction of the atomic beam is perpendicular to the plane of
the paper. The atomic beam, electron beam, and ion extraction
field are orthogonal to each other.
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and photons only are detec ted.

The direc tions of the elect ron beam

'

atomic beam and ion draw-out elect ric field const itute an orthogonal
the
system. Magnetic field s of about 200 gauss were used to collimate
elect ron beam.

9
The system background pressure was bette r than 5 x lo-

torr.
The elect ron gun is of the retard ing poten tial differ ence (RPD)
type developed by Fox et ~. 23 It consi sts of an indir ectly heated
the
cathode and five accel eratio n and control elect rodes . Typically,
8
7
to
elect ron beam curre nt was of the order of 10- - 10- A in order
Has
avoid space charge effec ts. The zero point on the energy scale
found from the sharp onset of the elect ron beam curre nt at low
of
accel eratin g voltage and from retard ing the electr on beam in front
For suffi cient ly low beam curre nts, the zero
itude
point on the energy scale was found to be independent of the magn
vlith
of the curre nt. Other points on the energy scale were compared
9 10
known level s in the autoi oniza tion spectrum. the elect ron colle ctor.

The effec t of the helic al path of the beam elect rons in the
p. 24
call imating magnetic field has been discussed by Massey and Hurllo
In the prese nt experiment we were limite d to magnetic field s below
200 gauss in order for the Channeltron to operate properly. Even
rons
under this condition the incre ase in path length for the beam elect
below
was found to be negli gible . Unfortunately, for magnetic field s
200 gauss the elect ron beam energy resol ution was found to be about
In
0.2 eV, as compared to 0.1 eV at a magnetic field of 700 gauss.
a11 cases , the energy spread was determined from the retar datio n
measurements discussed above.
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The cesium atomic beam was formed in a linear array of parallel
. 25 eac h of length 10 mm and inside diameter 0.12 mm. The
cap1.,1 ar1es
electron beam was aligned in such a v-1ay that it

\'laS

completely

immersed in the atomic beam and the length of the interaction region
\tJas 25 mm. The Cs density in the collision region was from 1010 to
lo ll atoms per em 3.• It was monitored by measuring the cesium ion
current at a given electron energy and determined by means of the
known absolute ionization cross section. 9, 10 In addition it was
measured with a surface ionization detector. 26 The result of the t~m
methods agreed to within ±5 %.

The stability of the cesium beam

density was excellent, typically constant to

~1ithin

less than 1% over

a single data run lasting 100 min.
The Channeltron was located behind the ion collector plate in
the collision chamber looking into a reaction region through a rectangular hole of 4 x l mm 2. The Channeltron input end Has operated at a
negative potential with respect to the interaction region to prevent
any stray electrons from hitting it and also to accelerate ions.

The

background count rate for a new Channeltron was about one count per
sec, increasing gradually to about 50 counts per sec after about 200
hours due to cesium exposure.

An extensive study of Channeltron

operating characteristics in magnetic fields has been carried out
independently. 27

It was found that the Channeltron exhibited a

sufficiently high gain at 200 gauss when the applied voltage was
increased to 4000 volts.

For completeness, we should note that the

photon counting efficiency of a Channeltron falls off very sharply for
0

photons with wavelength above 1500 A and becomes less than l %above
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0

28 The long-term stab ilit y of the
3000 A, thus making it sola r blind.
ifie d from the reproChanneltron amp lific atio n was very good as ver
es were amplified and
duc eab ility of the data. The Channeltron puls
ld adjusted to eliminate
analyzed in a disc rim inat or with lower thresho
beam curr ent. In
background counts in the absence of the electron
ing the entrance of
ord er to elim inat e sca tter ed elec tron s from hitt
rated at a negative
the Channeltron, the entrance aperture was ope
energy.
pot enti al larg er than the maximum electron beam

IV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Radiative Transitions
ions described
The reac tion rate for the production of excited
by Eq. (4) can be wri tten as
n+* j_
dn+*
-dt - - -t + -e no

*
a+

(7)

spe cifi c excited stat e
where n+* is the number den sity of ions in a
uded the additional
with life tim eT· For sim plic ity, we have excl
es. The experimental
con trib utio ns due to cascading from higher stat
represent the flux of
parameters in Eq. (7) are j - /e and n0 , which
nd stat e cesium atoms,
beam elec tron s and the number density of grou
The evaluation of the
resp ecti vely . (e is the elec tron ic charge.)
tha t the elec tron beam
cros s sec tion a+* is rendered simple by the fact
%over the energy range
flux (or cur ren t I_) is constant to within 1
e, the average number
covered in this inv esti gati on. In steady stat
ltron with quantum
of photons tha t will be detected by a Channe
effi cien cy n* is
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1 n* ~rel I
N* = -e
-

£

n0 cr *+

(8)

In the experiment we measure the count rate N* , the electron beam
current I_, the length of the interaction region £, and the number
density of cesium atoms n0 • The cross section could then be determined
if the relative solid angle ~rel and the quantum efficiency n* were
known.

To within a factor of two, the relative solid angle, grel,

which is defined by the slit area in the collision chamber and the
area of the Channeltron entrance (see Fig. 3) equals 10- 5. The value
for the photoelect ric quantum efficienty n* for the Channeltron
entrance surface, which is coated with unspecified layers of oxygen and
cesium, is very uncertain.

In this work, we have assumed a value of

Aregion.

With these numbers, we obtain from
2
the results shown in Fig. 4 a maximum cross section of about lo- 16 cm

10- 2 in the 800-1000

at an electron energy of 35 eV.

The solid line in Fig. 4 represents

an excitation curve for radiation of all

~Javelengths

detected by the

We note that cascading from the (5p 56p[l l/2], 1)-level
and from all levels above) into the lower levels (5p 56s[l l/2], 2),
(5p 55d[l l/2], 1), (5p 56s 1 [l l/2], 0), and (5p 55d 1 [1 1/2], 1) lead to

Channe1tron.

the emission of vuv radiation.
For comparison, we have calculated the same cross section from
Gryzinski •s formula: 29
0; =

where x

ro2 J ~ [~:!]3/2{1
u.1

+

~~ -1x)ln[2.7 + (x-l)l/2]}

(9)

2
2
= U/U; and cr0 = 6.56 x 10 -14 (eV • em ). As a representa tive

binding energy for the 5p-electrons we have used Ui = 17.2 eV.

The
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FIG. 4.

Photon count rate as detected by the Channeltron

vs. electron energy.

An energy independent background of 30

counts per sec has been subtracted from the total rate.

Ions

were prevented from entering the Channeltron by a retarding
electric field.

The electron current was 2 x 10- 7 A and the

ces i urn number density ~-Jas 2 x 1010 em - 3 • The theoret i ca 1 curve
using Gryzinski's formula (see Ref. 29) is also shown.

The

experimental curve is normalized to the theoretical curve at
35 eV.
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result of the calculation using this semi-empirical expression is
included in Fig. 4 (dotted line), in which the maximum in the experimental curve at 35 eV has been normalized to the Gryzinski theory.

At

that energy, the calculated cross section is 2.2 x lo- 16 cm2 , in
reasonable agreement with our previously estimated experimental cross
section.

The justification for using this particular theory relies on

its success in predicting the total ionization cross section for
alkali elements.

For example, Nygaard 10 and tkFarland 30 have pointed

out that the agreement between experiment and theory is within

.t5~~

at maximum, although this agreement might be partly accidental.
Note that the photon count rate displayed in Fig. 4 shows an
onset at 17.2 eV which is reasonably close to the lowest excited state
of the ion, 5p 56s{[l 1/2], 1} at 17.27 eV, leading to photon emission
0

at 926.75 A.

Any structure in the excitation curve (Fig. 4) is not
0

evident below 20 eV.

Excitation of the {[1/2], 1} (813.85 A),
0

0

{[1 1/2], 1} (808.77 A), and {[1 l/2], 1} (901 .34 A) levels leads to
strong emission lines, 14 , 31 but due to a count rate of less than
4 sec- 1 for electron energies below 20 eV combined \'lith an energy
resolution of 0.2 eV, these levels were not discernible.
The zero count rate for electron energies below 17.2 eV is an
interesting observation since a high number of Ia atomic states are
present between 1.4 eV and the first ionization potential at 3.89 eV
0

(3184 A).

Since the Channeltron has extremely lovJ sensitivity for
0

wavelengths above 3000 A, the zero count rate for energies below 3.89
appears reasonable.

Another possibility for photon emission \"JOuld be

from the doubly excited states (Cs Ib) between 12.3 and 17.2 eV, as
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11
discussed in our previous ~·ork.
.,

our

observa t"1 on of a zero photon

count rate in this region tends to support the hypothesis that the
doubly excited cesium atomic levels decay primarily by the radiationless autoionization process.
B.

Production of Metastable Ions
In the preceding section the Channeltron \'Jas made selectively

sensitive to vuv photons by retarding all ions produced.

On the other

hand, both photons and ions would be detected if the latter are
accelerated before hitting the detector.

Typically, the total count

rate due to photons and ions (unexcited and metastable) was a factor
of 100 higher than the net photon count rate under identical experimental conditions.
In our apparatus the transit time of ions between the production
region and detecting surface is about 15 lJSec.

Hence, excited ions

with lifetime less than this value will have decayed to the ion
groundstate before arriving at the detector.

For comparison, it should

be noted that the lifetimes of the states studied in the previous
section were of the order of 10

-8

sec.

16

We have been using this method to study the production of groundstate and metastable cesium ions.
shown in Fig. 5.

A characteristic observation is

As mentioned above, the total count rate is due

primarily to ions, with the photon count amounting to about 1% of the
total.

It is of interest here to compare ionization curves obtained

by measuring the total ionization current to one of the parallel

plates (similar to Tate and Smith) vlith an electrometer (dotted line)

51

FIG. 5. Cs+ ion counts~· electron beam energy (solid
line). The dotted line represents the total ion current as
measured with an electrometer.

The ion current rate was norma-

lized to the total ion current at 15 eV. The electron current
was 4 x 10- 8 A and the cesium density was 2 x 1010 cm- 3 •
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and by detecting individual ions v1ith a Channeltron (full dra~m line).
These two independent measurements have been normalized to the autoionization peak at 15 eV, and agree with each other to vJithin±2% from
threshold to about 17 eV. Above 17 eV the ionization curve obtained
from ion counting rises above the classical current measurement.

We

ascribe the difference to production of metastable ions, and will in
the following discuss this effect in more detail.
One of the major advantages of total ionization measurements
using the method of Tate and Smith is that both groundstate and
excited ions of identical charge contribute equally to the total ionization current r;ot' provided that sufficient care is taken to
suppress secondary electrons. Multiply charged ions \'lill be measured
according to
zmax

I~ot - L
Z=l

Z IZ+ ,

(1 0)

where the charge number Zmax depends on the energy of the bombarding
electrons. Unfortunately, this is not the case in ion counting experiments since the production of secondary electrons by ion impact on a
metal surface depends on both the kinetic and internal energy of the
ions.
If a metastable ion hits the detecting surface it will be counted
with a higher probability because of its higher value of the secondary
emission coefficient n~ as compared to the value n+ for groundstate
ions.

Therefore, the total count rate can be written as
( 11 )
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where G is a known geometrical factor common for both groundstate and
metasta ble ions, and a+ and a+M are the corresponding cross sections
for production of these species.

The last term in Eq. (ll ), n++ a ++ ,
describes the production and detection of Cs ions above the ionization
threshold at 29 eV.

We have neglected the contribution due to photons

as justified earlier.
By taking the difference between the normalized count rate and
ion current measurements we obtain information on the excitation curve
for production of metastable ions.

The result of this procedure is

shown in Fig. 6, and represents the sum of direct excitation and
cascading into the lmver metastable levels.

The very sharp 0nset
11

11

at 17 eV is in excellent agreement with the energy of the lowest metastable states of Cs+, 5p 55d{[3 l/2], 3} at 17.02 eV and 5p 55d{[l/2],
1} at 17.06 eV.

The general shape of the excitation curve (Fig. 6)

resembles closely that of triplet excitation curves, 32 although one
has to be very careful distinguishing between singlet and triplet
+
series in the camp 1 ex Cs system.

By comparing the ion count to tf1e ion current measurements for
energies below 17 eV, the product Gn+' which enters in Eq. (11), can
be determined.

In principle, an absolute magnitude could be assigned

to the excitation curve in Fig. 6 if the ratio n~/n+ \vere knmm. If
15 2
2
we estimate a+M to be of tl1e order of lo- 16 cm and a+~ lo- cm
r·~
(Ref. 10), we obtain n+/n+
~ 10.

One reason for the apparently high

value of n~ might be that excitational energy is transferred more
efficiently to the surface than translational energy.

This effect has

been studied by Hagstrum 33 for rare gas ions, both groundstate and
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FIG. 6. Relative excitation cross section for metastable
ion production.

The curve vms obtained

by

taking the difference

between the normalized ion count rate and the total ion current
in Fig. 5.
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metastable, incident on clean and contaminated tungsten surfaces.

The

difficulty in this kind of investigation is to detect metastable ions
in a high background of groundstate ions.

However, for electron beam

energies above the onset for metastable ion production there is a pronounced increase in the production of secondary electrons at the surface.

In fact, there is a characteristic similarity between Fig. 10
in Hagstrum•s paper 33 (100 eV Xe ions incident on contaminated tung-

sten) and Fig. 6 in the present paper for 250 eV Cs+ ions detected
by a contaminated Channeltron surface. The ratio of n~/n+ ~ 10 for

Cs+ ions of 250 eV is therefore not surprising. It is also implied
(see Fig. 7) that for lower ion energies

(~

50 eV) the signal due to

groundstate cesium ions can be suppressed as compared to the signal
due to the metastable ions.
More information about the threshold behavior for production of
metastable cesium ions is shown on an expanded energy scale in Fig. 7.
The major difference betvJeen Fig. 5 and Fig. 7 is that an ion energy
of 50 eV was used in the latter observation, thus decreasing tile
probability for detection of groundstate ions. The mean standard
deviation in the count rate was about 1 count per sec. Several of
the discontinuitie s in the curve may be due to the resonance or an
opening of a new channel.

~lith the exclusion of levels decaying by

resonance radiation, the levels are the same as those in Fig. 2.

IJote

that cascading from levels above 19 eV represents an additional
mechanism for production of metastable ions. The detector is insensitive to the cascading radiation, which v.~as demonstrated
all ions in front of the detector.

by

retarding
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FIG. 7.

Cs+ ion counts vs. electron energy near threshold.

Vertical lines are the levels of Cs II.

The four levels

decaying by emission of resonance radiation (see Fig. 2) are
not included.

Excited states above 19.5 eV decay to one of

the lower states henceforth producing either vuv photons or
metastable ions.
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In concluding this section, we want to point out that the metastable ion excitation curve obtained in the course of this study constitutes an additional mechanism for explaining the structure in the
Cs+ ionization cross section around 28 eV.

This observation, combined

with the emission of vuv photons and the process of autoionization ,
have shed new light on the overall structure in the Cs+ cross section.
C.

Consistency Checks
In both the photon and ion counting experiments the following

consistency checks were conducted:
(i) The count rates corrected for background were found to be propor-

tional to the electron beam current from 2 x 10-B to 5 x 10- 7 A.

For

currents below 5 x 10- 7 A the electron beam current was independent
(to within

±

1

%) of the electron energy up to about

50 eV.

(ii) The count rates were proportional to the atomic beam density
from 10 10 to 10 11 cm- 3 .
Since the absolute sensitivity of the detector vlith respect to
photons and ions was not known, only relative cross sections could be
obtained in this

~'lark.

V.

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions related to the production of Cs+ ions
by electron impact and to ion counting techniques in general can be
drawn from our observations:
(i) The excitation of short-lived excited states of Cs

+

accounts partly

for the broad maximum seen on the Cs+ ionization cross section curve
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around 28 eV.

At that energy, the cross section for production of

excited ions is about lo- 16 cm 2, \-Jhich agrees \-Jithin an order of
magnitude vlith the result of a Gryzinski calculation for ionization
of 5p-electrons.

The lowest level excited was 5p 56s{[l 1/2], l} at an

energy of 17.27 eV above the groundstate of Csl.
(ii)

In addition to the short-lived states of Csll we also detected

metastable states with lifetimes in excess of 15

~sec.

The lowest

metastable states in Csll are 5p 55d{[8 l/2], 3} at 17.02 eV and Sp 5Sd
{[1/2], 1} at 17.06 eV.

Within the limits of the experimental resolu-

tion and accuracy of the energy scale, a positive identification of
the lowest level could not be made.

The overall excitation function

for production of metastable ions was measured.

The cross section for

production of metastables is of the same order of magnitude as the
cross section for production of short-lived ionic excited states.

The

two mechanisms combined provide a reasonable explanation for tile
second maximum on the ionization curve.
(iii)

Total ionization cross sections obtained from the measurement

of ion currents are in general considered to be more reliable than ion
counting measurements if ion counter is not operated at high efficiency, since the secondary electron coefficient due to excited ions is
much higher than that due to groundstate ions.

Our general observa-

tion in Cs+ also applies to other atomic systems. Therefore, great
care should be exercised when analyzing the data of ion counting
experiments for the purpose of obtaining absolute cross sections.
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APPENDIX
CHANNELTRON GAIN IN MAGNETIC FIELDS
(Part of this material will be published in the Review of
Scientific Instruments)
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ABSTRACT
CHANNELTRON GAIN IN MAGNETIC FIELDS
The gain and total count rate of electron channel multipliers
depend strongly on applied magnetic fields.

We report experimental

results for Channeltrons operated in magnetic fields of up to 300
Gauss, and find that the applied voltage must be increased to about
4000 volts to maintain a sufficiently high gain.

Slightly higher

count rates are observed if the magnetic field is parallel to the
plane of the Channeltron, as compared to perpendicular to that plane.
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INTRODUCTION
Channel electron multipliers have been used with great success for
detection of electrons, 1- 7 ions, 4 ' 7,B-lO metastable 11 and fast 12
groun d-state atoms, 6 vuv photons, 13 and r-rays. 1 The low background
count rate, 14 high gain, 3 and reasonably narrow pulse height distribution1•3,15 are all properly documented in the literature. Unfortunately, difficulties arise when these detectors are located inside the
magnetic fields required in a number of atomic and nuclear physics
experiments.
The objective of the present \11/ork has been to study the operation
of channel electron multipliers in magnetic fields up to 300 Gauss by
measuring pulse height distributions and total count rates as
functions of applied voltage and magnetic field.
~1ost

of the results obtained are, for practical and economical

reasons, presented graphically.

The data are discussed and conclu-

sions and recommendations are made in the last part of the paper.
EXPERIMENT
The investigation was done with a Bendix Channeltron Model 4010,
whose curved channel extends through an arc of 270°.

Since the

channel itself lies completely in one plane, an external magnetic
field either parallel to or perpendicular to that plane can be easily
arranged.
The Channel tron was mounted in a vacuum chamber \'Ji th pressure
well belo~1 10- 7 Torr, and the magnetic field, uniform to within ±5%,
was produced by an external magnet.

The two different orientations
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were obtained by rotating the vacuum chamber through an angle of goo.
In the following, we shall define

B~

as the case where the magnetic

field is perpendicular to the plane of the Channeltron, as described
above, and Bl
case of Bl

I

I we

as the magnetic field parallel to that plane.

In the

have not noticed any differences in the gain of the

Channeltron at different rotations.
The potential difference between the electron collector and the
end of the channel was 10% of the total applied voltage.

The electron

pulses at the collector were amplified with a Nuclear Data PAD NO 520,
and eventually analyzed with a Nuclear Data Multichannel Analyzer
The lower discriminator was set at a level to eliminate
amplifier noise when the radioactive source ( 57 co) was removed. In

Model 2200.

most cases the radioactive source was outside the vacuum chamber.
Count rates of the order of 10-1000 per sec were obtained by using
sources of different activities and by shielding. Fatigue effects due
to count rates in the excess of 104 per sec 4 were generally avoided.
The major difficulty that arises when an electron channel multiplier is immersed in a magnetic field is the finite radius of gyration
of the electrons which decreases their kinetic energy at impact,
leading to a reduction in the effective secondary emission coefficient.
The accompanying macroscopic effects such as pulse height distribution
and count rate are illustrative of the loss of gain in the device, as
exemplified in the following section.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
When an electron channel multiplier is exposed to the radiation
from an external radioactive y-source, photoelectrons will be produced
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FIG. 1.

Relative pulse height distributions for Channel-

tron at zero and 72 Gauss.

The applied voltage was 3200 volts.

The large number of small amplitude pulses is due to avalanches
starting downstream from the channel entrance.
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along the total length of the tube as well as from the surrounding
vacuum walls and mounting fixtures.

By maintaining the potential at

the channel entrance sufficiently negative with respect to the
grounded surroundings, only the flux of electrons produced at the
Channeltron entrance will contribute to the total count rate.

It is

important here to realize that the electron avalanches initiated at
the opening itself propagate a longer distance than those being
initiated inside the tube.

Therefore! photoelectrons produced at the

entrance lead to a well defined peak in the pulse height distribution,
as shown in Fig. 1. The distribution of low-energy pulses is accounted for by avalanches starting else\-there in the channel.

The peak

pulse amplitude, as defined in Fig. 1, is a function of magnetic field
and is clearly displaced to the left when the magnetic field is
increased from 0 to 72 Gauss.

If the peak pulse height is plotted

Y2_·

magnetic field, as shown in Fig. 2, it will first pass through a
maximum, and then apparently decrease linearly with B for values above
40-50 Gauss.

This effect occurs with magnetic field perpendicular or

parallel to the plane of the Channeltron.

16

As the gain of the Channeltron decreases, the total count rate
will also decrease.

We are in a fortunate position here to make com-

. "1 ar measureparison with the data of Barnett and Ray, 13 who rna de s1m1

ments on a tube from Mull ard (~1odel B 419 BL).

The results are com-

piled in Figs. 3 and 4, with magnetic field parallel and perpendicular to the channel plane, respectively.

When comparing the results

from the two devices one should keep in mind that their geometries
are not identical.

Barnett and Ray found a pronounced difference in

7l

FIG. 2.

The peak pulse height as obtained from pulse height

distributions plotted as a function of magnetic field.
applied voltage was 3200 volts.
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FIG. 3. Total count rate as a function of magnetic field
applied parallel to the plane of the Channeltron with applied
voltages of 3000, 3500, and 4000 volts.

The broken line refers

to the work of Barnett and Ray (Ref. 12) using a Model B 419 BL
Mullard channel electron multiplier.

For comparison their

results are normalized to the present data at 3000 volts and
zero magnetic field.
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FIG. 4.

Same as in Fig. 3, but with the magnetic field

perpendicular to the plane of the Channeltron.
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count rate between the

Bl I and

B~

cases, the former being the most

favorable for magnetic fields up to 120 Gauss.
In the present work we find that Channeltrons can be operated in
a magnetic field environment (BI I) of up to 300 Gauss if the applied
voltage is increased to 4000 volts.

Of this, 3600 volts are across

the channel itself, approaching the maximum of 4000 volts recommended
by the manufacturer.

The functional dependence of count rate

magnetic field appears to be the same for B.J.. and

Bl I'

~·

although the

latter orientation yields a higher count rate for applied voltages of
3500 and 4000 volts.
The results obtained in this study are applicable not only to the
detection of y-rays, but also to mass spectrometers, electron guns,
and other experiments where
impractical.

~-metal

shielding of the Channeltron is
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